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App

NOTE

URL

Apple Store

What the font - Instant font identification powered by the world’s largest
collection of fonts.

http://bit.ly/12apps20-01

Android

Free

With the app point, your camera at any point and WhatTheFont will tell you
what it is or at the very least give you a selection of fonts very similar.
Otter - Otter Voice Meeting Notes

http://bit.ly/12apps20-02

Basic - app record and voice transcription

Basic

Business - plug into Zoom to provide call transcription and on-screen Closed
Captioning.
https://otter.ai/pricing
Focus Keeper - A time management app for your concentration.

http://bit.ly/12apps20-03

$1.99

Focus Keeper is a time management app using the Pomodoro technique. It
repeats the pattern of concentration and relaxation, helping to increase
efficiency by maintaining concentration for a long time.
Ground News - Break free from your echo chamber. A new app weighing the
bias of articled referencing the know position of the news sources.
Good for finding your blindspots and exploring the flipside for your own bias.
https://ground.news/about

http://bit.ly/12apps20-04
Basic
Yr subscription

$9.99
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xDisplay - Turn your iPad, Android tablet, Kindle or smartphone into a
high-performance extra monitor for your computer.

http://bit.ly/12apps2018-s
plashtop

Great for monitoring screen for livestreaming

pClock - This app does one thing but it does it extremely well. If you give
presentations, training, tutorials, or speak publicly, this app is for you.
Beautifully animated, with large, easy to read numbers that change colours at
thresholds you determine.

http://bit.ly/12apps20-06

$0.99

Great for podcast recording time countdown
Fontise - The first-ever app for creating font on iOS. These fonts can then be
used throughout the system in other apps like iMessage, Pages, Keynote,
Numbers, Word, Excel, Powerpoint,... on IOS, Mac OS and Windows.

http://bit.ly/12apps20-07
Font for
messaging

They can be easily installed and shared across devices.

Full unlock

$4.99
Colour Planet - Painting by numbers for grown-ups. I looked at a lot before
finding myself returning to this one over and over for mindless meditation. Lots
of free canvases. On loading the subscription dialogue makes it look like there is
no free option. X to close the box then just use the free pictures.

http://bit.ly/12apps20-08

Speed Test - My goto internet speed testing service is speed.io but it doesn’t
have an app. On mobile devices and an app on my desktop, I use Speedtest by
Ookla.

http://bit.ly/12apps20-09

For reference my connection is
10 MB up / 100 MB down - Ping < 8 / Jitter < 4
Always good to have at least 2 points of reference for your internet speed
check.
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Escocia - Plant trees while you search the web. Using this as your search engine
on desktop and the browser app on mobile plant tress.

http://bit.ly/12apps20-10

https://info.ecosia.org/mobile
https://info.ecosia.org/what
Calendly - The best way to schedule meetings. The free tier is fully functional
with just one calendar. I use the Gmail integration most. Lots of integrations.
The app gives you quick access to links for posting while messaging on Facebook
and Linkedin.

http://bit.ly/12apps20-11
Basic

https://calendly.com/pages/pricing
https://calendly.com/apps
Book a meeting to talk to me about your 12 goto apps
https://calendly.com/pcmcreative/30min-video
Celsius Wallet - Founded in summer 2017 Celsius provides a platform of curated
services that have been abandoned by big banks – things like fair interest, zero
fees, and lightning-quick transactions. Their goal is to disrupt the financial
industry, one happy user at a time, and introduce financial freedom through
crypto.

http://bit.ly/12apps20-12

https://celsius.network/about/
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